City of Galion Weekly Reports
Week of July 11, 2016
Electric Department
Issues for immediate attention: change out hospital transformer.
This week:
 Complete line relocation and transfer of new pole line
 Meet with site coordinator of hotel project
 Address trenches from last year’s underground construction
 Install all cameras at splash park and run wires to make some operational
 Install new metering as part of the Phase four and five rebuild/upgrade
 Collect wood from residence homes that do not want wood from trees being trimmed
to clear lines
 Work on game plan for electrical upgrade at WWTP
 Take all flags down through town and park
 Run locates, new services, trouble calls, and wildlife caused issues
 Repair weather related damage to 200 block of North Columbus
 Tag circuits coming out of all subs for future mapping
 Vehicle and equipment maintenance
Next week: Pull 4kv poles and wire down train tracks, work with hotel site project manager on
electrical needs, and add other wires for cameras as they get produced.
Long-term projects:
 Rebuild all of East end
 4kv tear out at Dawsett sub
 4kv tear out of lines down tracks and behind Hessenauer and SSCC
 Line relocation for expansion projects
 Continue to phase out Mercury Vapor and Metal Halide bulbs in street lighting
 Pole line for hotel and out to 30 on 598 for future expansion
 Finish underground project in Hessenauer area after WWTP gets generator
 Build step down bank for SSCC for continued feed of 4kv to interior transformers
 Find contractor to add components to Hospital switchgear to enable automatic
switching between subs
 Continue to clear trees from power lines
 Pull poles from rebuild as phone and cable move their stuff to newer ones
 Straighten the pole line out 598 that belongs to the phone due to our stuff being on
them and it leaning
 Evaluate and carry out simple maintenance at the substations

